


Happy New Year, Swipers!

We’re back and feeling recharged 
after the festive break. This year 
we’ve avoided the typical New 
Year roundups – though feel free to 
check last year’s New Year issue for 
some great ideas about sticking to 
resolutions!

Instead we’ve got a duo of pieces 
that can help you get more organized 
in 2019 by tweaking iOS itself. Head 
to our main Feature for ideas on 
how to make the most of your Home 
screen with a fresh layout – you’d 
be surprised how much it can affect 
your usage patterns. (More on that in 
How-to, too).

Similarly, this issue’s big roundup in 
the Reviews section looks at fifteen 
widgets you should consider adding 
to your device’s Today View, for easy 
access to all manner of useful utilities 
and details.

Of course, there are reviews and tips 
aplenty too – dig in, and we hope 
you enjoy the first issue of the year!
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Struggling sales
Stocks fall as Tim Cook lowers 

earnings expectations

Apple has taken the unusual step of 
revising its earnings expectations ahead 
of the Q1 earnings call due at the end of 
January.

It feels like a way to temper expectations 
to soften the blow of lower-than-
expected earnings over the past three 
months. CEO Tim Cook says this is 
due to a variety of factors, including 
the timing of product releases, supply 
constraints for popular products, and 
broad struggles in the Chinese market.

He doesn’t mention the price increases 
to the high-end products over the 
last few years as a determining factor, 
though he does note that the strength 
of the US dollar has made less room 
for profit in overseas markets. It’s also 
worth remembering that while Apple’s 
premium products are pricier than ever, 
this year also saw the release of the 
highly popular mid-range iPhone XR and 
a new and vastly improved MacBook Air. 
The entry-level iPad is also more viable 
than ever despite the recent release of a 
second-gen iPad Pro.

Cook also says that Apple’s $29 
battery replacement scheme may have 
encouraged many users to hang onto 
older iPhones for another year rather 
than upgrading. This can be seen as 
a plus for customers, but may have 
contributed negatively to Apple’s 
bottom line, which investors aren’t 
happy about. 

AAPL stock has taken a pretty big hit and 
is now considerably lower than the peak 
it hit when Apple was briefly valued at a 
trillion dollars last Summer. However, it’s 
worth noting that almost all tech stocks 
are struggling at the moment, so Apple’s 
decline is not in isolation.

We’ll have to wait and see how the 
market fares over the rest of the month 
and after the official earnings call.  n



Tim Cook interview

Four key takeaways for  
Apple’s future from the  

CEO’s interview with CNBC

In an extensive interview with CNBC, 
Apple CEO Tim Cook touched upon a 
whole range of topics on Apple’s future. 
We’ve picked out the most important 
things he said to get a better view on 
how Apple is doing – and what its plans 
for 2019 and beyond are.

New services

It looks as though Apple has some more 
services up its sleeve for 2019. Most 
likely Cook is referring to Apple’s long-
rumored TV streaming service and/or 
paid News subscription. We’d love to be 
surprised with something less expected, 
though!

“On services, you will see us announce 
new services this year. There will more 
things coming. I don’t wanna tell you 
about what they are — I’m not gonna 
forecast precisely, the ramps and so 
forth. But they’re things that we feel 
really great about, that we’ve been 
working on for multiple years.”

My bologna

Cook was quick to shut down reports 
that the iPhone XR has been a flop. We’d 
bet “bologna” isn’t the word he wanted 
to use…

“I call bologna on that. Let me tell you 
how I view this. Here’s the truth, what the 
facts are. Since we began shipping the 
iPhone XR, it has been the most popular 
iPhone every day, every single day, from 
when we started shipping, until now.

It has a bunch of advanced technologies 
in it from the chip with the neural engine 
to security embedded to an edge-to-
edge liquid retina display, the first in the 
industry, longest battery life ever in an 
iPhone.”

Wearable success

Apparently, the sales figures for Apple 
Watch and AirPods are looking pretty 
healthy.

“The revenue for wearables is already 
more than 50 percent more than iPod 
was at its peak. Now, this is a product 
that I think everybody would say it was 
an incredibly important product for 
Apple, full of innovation, and probably, 
the trigger for the company getting on 
a very different trajectory and into other 
markets.”

Healthcare

Cook believes that Apple is just getting 
started with its healthcare services and 
can really shake up the industry.

“This is an area that I believe, if you 
zoom out into the future, and you look 
back, and you ask the question, “What 
was Apple’s greatest contribution to 
mankind,” it will be about health.

Because our business has always been 
about enriching people’s lives. And as 
we’ve gotten into healthcare more and 
more through the Watch and through 
other things that we’ve created with 
ResearchKit and CareKit and putting 
your medical records on the iPhone, this 
is a huge deal.

And it’s something that is very important 
for people. We are democratizing it. 
We are taking what has been with 
the institution and empowering the 
individual to manage their health.”  n



App Store records

Sales hit all-time high over 
Christmas holidays

Apple may be having a tough time in 
the news at the moment, with shares 
dropping considerably after lowering 
its sales expectations for its upcoming 
quarterly earnings call. But though 
iPhone sales have plateaued (primarily 
due to issues in the Chinese market) its 
services are stronger than ever. Case in 
point: the App Store.

The App Store is the crown jewel of iOS 
and it seems that users just can’t stop 
spending, especially over the holidays. 
Between Christmas Eve and New Year’s 
Eve app sales hit a whopping $1.22 
billion – an all-time record for the period.

2019 has started with a bang, too, with 
a new single-day sales record clocking 
in $322 million on New Year’s Day. 
This can be chalked up in large part 
to users buying apps to help kickstart 
New Year’s Resolutions, with fitness and 
brain-training apps proving especially 
popular.

Apple has also hit record revenues in 
many of its other services like Apple 
Music and iCloud. Lower iPhone sales 
may sound bad for investors, but it 
hints at a future in which users keep 
their devices for longer and thus have 
more money left over for apps and 
games instead. 

That doesn’t sound so bad!  n



iPhone concepts

Rumors and renders of how the 
2019 iPhone could look

So 2019 may have only just begun, but 
already there are plenty of people trying 
to figure out what Apple’s next big 
iPhone reveal in September is going to 
look like.

The rumor mill is just starting to kick into 
action, with the first supposed “leak” 
of the year showing an iPhone with a 
new three-camera system. Meanwhile, 
a realistic mockup shows us a design 
concept with a camera slider and no 
notch. Read on for more details on both.

Would you like to see either of these 
come to fruition next year, or would 
you be happy for Apple to stick to 
the “X” formula and make internal 
improvements instead?

Three cameras are  
better than two

First up are a series of photorealistic 
renderings said to have been leaked 
from the supply chain. They depict an 
iPhone that rocks broadly the same 
design as the current models, with 
one distinct difference: a three-camera 
system on the back of the device.

Of course, the iPhone XS already has 
two cameras – a wide-angle lens and a 
telephoto lens – but the idea here would 
be to include some kind of 3D camera 
alongside the conventional ones.

However, these renders look kind of 
ugly, and distinctly un-Apple, which 
sheds some doubt on their legitimacy. 
That said, we thought the same thing 
when we first saw the notch design and 
look how popular that has become!

It’s possible this is a real concept from 
Apple, but one that will be further 
refined before a final design is chosen. 
Other manufacturers are certainly 
extending their camera count, though 
Apple isn’t usually one to get drawn into 
a pointless specs race.

Could a sliding camera  
be even better?

We’re going to nail our colors to the 
mast here and say no. A sliding camera 
that pops out when you need it is not a 
good idea.

However, our preconceptions haven’t 
stopped one designer from producing 
a slick concept design for what he calls 
“iPhone X2,” that hides the front-facing 
TrueDepth camera system away within 
the body of the iPhone. This allows 
for the removal of the notch cut-out, 
creating a seamless all-screen design 
– ConceptsiPhone has produced a 
pretty flashy fake ad to show it off.

This concept explains that the 
hidden selfie camera would be on an 
automated, mechanized slider – ready 
to pop out at a moment’s notice when 
needed. We’re concerned that an extra 
step like that would lower the speed 
and seamlessness of Face ID. It’s also 
not like Apple to add moving parts that 
are prone to mechanical failure – that’s 
why the Home button went virtual even 
before it was removed completely.

It’s worth noting that several Android 
phone manufacturers have already 
released handsets with pop-up cameras. 
We’ll admit that the truly full-screen 
design does look pretty impressive 
without a notch in sight, but we’re not 
sure how well it would work in practice. 

What do you think?  n

https://www.macrumors.com/2019/01/06/2019-iphone-triple-lens-rear-camera-renderings/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebC6PzrlBd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebC6PzrlBd4


CES 2019

HomeKit dominates the trade 
show despite Apple no-show

Apple doesn’t exhibit at Las Vegas’ 
biggest annual tech showcase, CES. 
Despite this, its presence was definitely 
felt this year – and not just because of 
the massive billboard it used to taunt 
its rivals’ privacy woes. 2019 is the year 
that HomeKit hit the big time, with a 
boatload of announcements that new 
and existing products would finally 
support Apple’s home automation app.

Perhaps the most surprising 
announcement (and the one that 
made the headlines) is that long-time 
smartphone rivals Apple and Samsung 
had come to a deal in which iTunes 
content and AirPlay 2 support would be 
added to Samsung smart TVs.

Beyond that, a number of other smart 
TV manufacturers – including big names 
Sony and LG – announced HomeKit 
support for their devices. As reported 
by MacWorld, all manner of other smart 
device makers finally jumped on the 
HomeKit train too, including “GE, Vizio, 
Belkin, Arlo, Ikea, TP-Link” and more.

This is a big deal for Apple, and more 
specifically it’s a big deal for Siri’s 
capabilities across iPhone, iPad, Apple 
Watch, Apple TV, Mac, and HomePod. 
Apple’s HomeKit system is an excellent 
way to control smart devices around the 
home, either through the Home app or 
with a verbal command to Siri.

However, for a few years now HomeKit 
has been lagging behind smart home 
rivals like Google Home and Amazon 
Alexa in terms of product support. Too 
few brands integrated properly with 
HomeKit for it to be a viable all-in-one 
smart home solution for many people. 
This slew of announcements at CES 
seems to be turning the tide, which can 
only be good news for Apple fans with 
smart home ambitions.  n
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Today View Widgets
Get at actions and info more  

easily by using widgets

Apps fast became the cornerstone 
of the iOS experience. However, in 

the name of efficiency, modern iPhones 
and iPads provide multiple ways to 
trigger actions and access information. 
One of the best is Today view.

Today view can be accessed by swiping 
rightwards on your main Home screen, 
Notification Center, or your Lock 
screen. It houses ‘widgets’ – compact 
panes that are effectively extensions 
of Apple’s own apps or those you 
download.

This feature outlines how to organize 
Today view, and then recommends 
great widgets you can install.



In Today view, scroll beneath your 
bottom widget and you’ll see the 
Edit button. Tap it to access the Add 
Widgets screen. Here, you’ll see your 
currently installed widgets, and those 
you can add.

Add a widget under the More Widgets 
heading by tapping the + button. 
Remove an existing widget by tapping 
its – button and confirming your choice 
by tapping Remove.

If your device supports 3D Touch, that 
can also be used to add widgets. Hard 
press on an app’s Home screen icon 
and tap Add Widget.

Widgets are displayed in the order 
shown in the Add Widgets screen. 
Use the drag handle to an item’s right 
to adjust its position. Ideally, you want 
to place those you use most regularly 
at the top of the list, and especially 
those you want to see immediately on 
opening Today view (such as weather 
information).

Also, be mindful that Today view is 
about boosting efficiency. On that 
basis, keep your selection of widgets 
trimmed. There’s no sense adding 
dozens you have to laboriously scroll 
through, to the point it’d be quicker 
to find and launch an app rather than 
interact with its widget. Instead, keep 
track of those widgets you use, and 
be ruthless at removing the ones you 
don’t.

Our list covers 15 of the best iOS 
widgets, although it’s worth noting 
a few that bubbled under and didn’t 
quite make it. Apple’s own Batteries 
can be handy to track power levels of 
paired devices (such as an Apple Watch 
or an Apple Pencil).

Siri App Suggestions can be a useful 
launcher for getting at apps – once it’s 
trained to your habits. And Launch 
Center Pro (from free) provides a user-
friendly take on Launcher, twinning 
a ‘speed dial’ app with useful quick 
action and launch widget panes.

MANAGE TODAY  
VIEW WIDGETS

FINE-TUNE TODAY 
VIEW WIDGETS

THE BEST WIDGETS 
FOR iPHONE & iPAD

https://itunes.apple.com/app/launch-center-pro/id532016360?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/launch-center-pro/id532016360?mt=8


If you want to shove all kinds 
of functionality into a single 
widget, Launcher is what 

you need. You can mix and match app, 
contact, website and music launchers. 
These can be augmented by so-
called Special launchers, which house 
anything from clocks and weather 
reports to disk space information and 
maps-based ETA triggers. Go pro and 
you can organize your shortcuts within 
up to six separate widgets.

Although Apple’s Shortcuts 
enables you to trigger 
workflows using Siri, chances 

are you don’t always want to bellow 
at your phone. On such occasions, the 
Shortcuts widget is what you need. 
Download some actions from the 
gallery, assign them to the widget, 
and you’ll have single-tap buttons for 
everything from getting directions to 
the nearest coffee shop to uploading 
the most recent photo you snapped on 
your device.

Apple’s Screen Time system 
is superb for tracking how 
you spend time on your 

device, in order to use it in a more 
mindful manner. However, Screen Time 
is buried in the Settings app. With the 
Screen Time widget, you can quickly 
check in on the day’s stats – how long 
you’ve used your device for, and which 
app categories have taken up your 
time. The entire pane then acts as a 
button to load up Screen Time.

For our money, Streaks is the 
best habit-tracker on iOS – 
and an excellent purchase for 

anyone who wants to isolate building 
good habits from a more typical 
calendaring set-up. When you get 
properly into Streaks, though, it’s useful 
to not have to open the app to check on 
the day’s progress and log completed 
habits – so use the widget instead.

Apple of course offers its own 
Activity widget, which details 
how much you’ve moved 

and exercised during the day, and 
how many times you’ve dutifully stood 
under the orders of an Apple Watch. 
But ActivityTracker is a better bet for 
people who remain dedicated to a 
certain amount of steps per day. The 
widget not only shows the day’s steps 
and distance, but also when you were 
most active.

Loads of iOS weather apps 
have widgets, and many are 
really good. We’ve gone for 

CARROT primarily because it packs 
a ton of data into a small space. The 
collapsed widget provides information 
on current conditions, high/low 
temperatures, and hourly outlooks 
– along with a slice of snark from 
CARROT’s human-hating AI. Expand the 
widget and you also get temperature 
estimates for the coming 24 hours, and 
quick forecasts for the next four days.

For weather watchers mostly 
interested in whether they’ll 
be able on any given night to 

gaze at the heavens (rather than thick 
cloud), Night Sky is an essential widget. 
The Night Sky For You widget outlines 
cloud coverage, temperature, sunrise 
and sunset details; expand it and you 
gain access to additional data, and a 
wiggly line graph outlining how good 
the conditions will be over the coming 
hours – when you should probably be 
sleeping.

XE Currency is fine if you 
want a traditional currency 
convertor widget, but we’d 

prefer to be armed with Elk when 
holidaying or working abroad. In a tiny 
space, it gives you conversions for 1x, 
5x and 10x your base currency. Quick 
taps increment these values or zero 
in on surrounding ones. When you’re 
done, everything can be quickly reset. 
The app’s free for 14 days – just enough 
for a holiday test drive!

Best al l -round widget: 
LAUNCHER

PRICE:  FREE or $3/£3    SIZE:  87.4 MB    VERSION:  3.2.1

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

Best actions widget: 
SHORTCUTS

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  141 MB    VERSION:  2.1.2

Best device usage widget: 
SCREEN TIME

PRICE:  FREE with iOS    SIZE:  N/A    VERSION:  N/A

Best habit  tracker widget: 
STREAKS

PRICE:  $5/£5    SIZE:  109 MB    VERSION:  4.0.10

DOWNLOAD

Best steps tracker widget: 
ACTIVITYTRACKER

PRICE:  FREE or $3/£3    SIZE:  36.1 MB    VERSION:  2.7.2

DOWNLOAD

Best weather widget: 
CARROT WEATHER

PRICE:  $5/£5    SIZE:  272 MB    VERSION:  4.9

DOWNLOAD

Best stargazing widget: 
NIGHT SKY

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  592 MB    VERSION:  6.3

DOWNLOAD

Best exchange rates widget: 
ELK

PRICE:  FREE or $4/£4    SIZE:  41.1 MB    VERSION:  1.4.1

https://itunes.apple.com/app/launcher-with-multiple-widgets/id905099592?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/shortcuts/id915249334?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/streaks/id963034692?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/activitytracker-pedometer/id993667592?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/carrot-weather/id961390574?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/night-sky/id475772902?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/elk-travel-currency-converter/id1189748820?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8


Apple Maps and Google 
Maps both offer a range of 
widgets, but Google Transit 

Departures is the one we want to draw 
attention to. On allowing it to use your 
location, it can quickly list when nearby 
busses or trains are going to leave – and 
where from. It efficiently uses space, 
and can quickly get you to extended 
information in Google Maps itself.

If we’re being brutally 
honest, Vidgets feels like 
abandonware, having not 

been updated since 2015. Even so, it 
scrapes into our list this year because 
it’s still really great for adding a world 
clock to Today view. The minimal visuals 
suit iOS far better than Launcher’s 
equivalents, as does the excellent 
and highly readable free storage icon. 
Here’s hoping the developer gives it 
some love soon.

There’s no space in Today 
view for extensive notes, but 
it’s ideal for tiny scribbles of 

the type you might have once scrawled 
on your hand in pen – luggage and 
door codes; your work Wi-Fi password; 
probably not your PIN number. Three 
items can be displayed in the collapsed 
widget, each with a differentiating 
icon; this extends to four in the free 
version, or up to 16 if you pay for pro.

Increasingly, iOS devices 
are used for productivity 
and work, not least with 

iPads replacing laptops. The Files 
widget is a quick and easy way to get 
at recently accessed documents on 
your device. Four are shown by default, 
and although the thumbnails are small, 
they’re still just about big enough 
to recognize photos and the likes of 
GarageBand compositions. Tapping an 
item previews it in Files, or loads it in 
the app the document was created in.

Not everyone uses Files 
for storing documents in 
the cloud. Dropbox is a 

particularly popular alternative, hence 
us cheating a bit and having a second 
item for ‘best documents widget’. In 
fact, Dropbox is rather smart in terms 
of options – not only do you get a list of 
recent files (and without the truncated 
titles of Apple’s equivalent), but also 
buttons for triggering a scan or upload.

It’s fair to say Apple News 
isn’t the most space-efficient 
news widget around. When 

expanded, it takes up most of the 
screen on even an iPhone XS Max. 
However, it does cleverly use bold 
headlines and imagery to get you 
interested in what’s going on in the 
world. As ever, a quick tap lets you 
delve into any given news story.

Our final pick puts a fully 
functioning calculator right in 
Today view. In its collapsed 

mode, it requires only a sliver of 
space, and yet includes all ten number 
buttons, modifiers, and copy and 
paste. Tap Show More and you get a 
rather more finger-friendly interface. 
Tap your calculation and it opens in the 
PCalc app. Like the idea but not keen 
on spending ten big ones? Freebie  
PCalc Lite has the exact same widget.

Best transit  widget: 
GOOGLE DEPARTURES

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  189 MB    VERSION:  5.8

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

Best clock widget: 
VIDGETS

PRICE:  FREE or $3/£3    SIZE:  16.5 MB    VERSION:  1.2.6

Best notes widget: 
CHEATSHEET

PRICE:  FREE or $3/£3    SIZE:  68 MB    VERSION:  3.0.6

Best documents widget: 
FILES

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  1 MB    VERSION:  1.3.1

DOWNLOAD

Best alternative f i les widget: 
DROPBOX

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  266 MB    VERSION:  124.2

DOWNLOAD

Best news widget: 
APPLE NEWS

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  1 MB    VERSION:  4.0

DOWNLOAD

Best calculator widget: 
PCALC

PRICE:  $10/£10    SIZE:  102 MB    VERSION:  3.8.8

DOWNLOAD

https://itunes.apple.com/app/pcalc-lite/id300311831?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/google-maps-transit-food/id585027354?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/vidgets/id897374553?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/files/id1232058109?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/dropbox/id327630330?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-news/id1066498020?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pcalc/id284666222?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cheatsheet-widget/id914665829?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8


LEMMINGS

DEVELOPER: SAD PUPPY
PRICE:  FREE

SIZE:  383 MB 
VERSION:  2.0

PLATFORM:  IPHONE & IPAD

Reboot of a classic 90s videogame

If you were born in the mid-’90s or 
later, there’s a fair chance that the 

word ‘Lemmings’ means little to you. 
For the rest of us, it instantly conjures 
memories of one of the finest and most 
popular platform-puzzlers of the 16-bit 
era.

Original developer DMA Designs 
would go on to create a little game 
called Grand Theft Auto, but for a 
number of years prior it was known 
mainly as the company that created 
Lemmings.

This mobile reboot, developed by SAD 
PUPPY, seeks to bring a slice of that 
old school magic to modern gamers. 
Unfortunately, it only manages to do so 
with limited success.

Just like the original game, Lemmings is 
all about guiding a bunch of gormless 
creatures through obstacle-strewn 
levels. These creatures will happily 
throw themselves off sheer drops and 
walk head-first into spinning saws if left 
to their own devices. Thankfully, they’re 
very responsive to your touch-based 
commands, and they also have some 
unexpected skills.

You can instruct lemmings to dig 
through soft walls or floor sections, 
erect umbrellas to slow large falls, and 
construct ramps to ascend to higher 
levels. You can also have a lemming 
stand their ground and redirect their 
companions.

While this is all very faithful to the 
original concept, Lemmings on iOS has 
been smartly honed and condensed 
for mobile play. Levels here take place 
on a single screen, so they’re quick 
to complete and immediately easy to 
parse.

There are only 20 lemmings to keep 
tabs on, and the range of roles they can 
inhabit is pretty limited. It’s usually very 
clear what you need to do in any given 
level at a glance, though the developer 
makes sure to give you a couple of 
potential routes – largely through 
the provision of warping portals and 
optional coin-giving diversions.

The controls, too, have been smartly 
streamlined, so that you’re placing 
markers on the level elements rather 
than picking out individual lemmings.

It’s all good fun to start with, but the 
levels soon become quite repetitive. 
Their blocky, simplistic nature often 
makes them a little boring. Those 
aforementioned streamlining efforts 
might have helped with accessibility, 
but they also serve to curtail the game’s 
long term appeal.

That’s especially so with a free to play 
system that makes the very energy you 
need to assign those lemming abilities 
into a finite resource. Naturally, you can 
watch ads or pay to purchase more, but 
tying the game’s monetization system 
so directly to the core mechanics of the 
game feels like a step too far.

Though we enjoyed our brief time 
with Lemmings, there’s a game on 
the App Store that channels the spirit 
of the original way better, and even 
manages to apply its own interesting 
spin. It’s called Kiwanuka ($1/£1) and 
we’d heartily recommend giving it a 
shot if you find yourself yearning for a 
sprinkling of that old school Lemmings 
magic.

Sadly, this mobile Lemmings reboot 
just doesn’t quite have the ingenuity to 
carve out a successful path.  n

THE GOOD

Intuitive controls

Bite-sized levels

THE BAD

Gameplay gets repetitive

Irritating free-to-play system

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Classic game missing  
a little magic

REVIEW by JON MUNDY

Umbrellas are literally a life saver 
when it comes to sheer drops

Building crisscrossing ramps is  
key to progress

The control system is nice  
and intuitive

Saving all 20 lemmings will get you a 
free booster-giving spin

Hatching eggs gives you new tribe 
members to add to your crew

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/kiwanuka/id849796318
https://itunes.apple.com/app/lemmings/id1238114713


VENTUSKY

DEVELOPER: INMETEO
PRICE: $3/£3
SIZE:  131 MB 
VERSION:  7.1

PLATFORM:  IPHONE & IPAD

A map-based weather app that 
delivers almost all of its information 
through a detail-rich, map-based 
interface

There are tons of apps which offer 
an alternative to Apple’s own built-

in Weather app. However, Ventusky: 
Weather Maps is a little different. As 
its name suggests, the focus here is on 
maps — the app uses these to deliver 
a substantial amount of weather data 
in a simple, easy-to-interpret interface. 
But is there anything missing from the 
equation? Let’s find out.

The default interface in Ventusky is a 
map of your local area with temperature 
color shown on-screen, and wind 
direction lines moving over the land. 
Numbers, neatly spaced across the 
map, tell you the temperature in that 
area (units can be changed in the app’s 
settings). This kind of approach lets 
you see, at a glance, what the weather 
is like in your location. A pinch on the 
map will tell you how the weather looks 
nationally, or, if you pinch even further, 
internationally. The app updates 
and renders all of this information at 
lightning-fast speed.

You might not be interested in seeing 
forecasted temperature. No problem: 
tapping an icon in the top-right of the 
app’s screen changes the kind of data 
displayed on the map. There are plenty 
of options to choose from, including 
precipitation, cloud cover, humidity, or 
freezing level. Ventusky then updates 
its map interface, displaying the newly-
selected data type instantly.

One of the app’s nicest features is the 
ability to watch an animated weather 
forecast play out on screen — hitting a 
“play” button in the bottom corner of 
Ventusky shows you how the weather 
is going to change over the coming 
hours or days (the app can take you 
over a week into the future). You can 
also travel back in time to see how the 
weather has evolved.

Admittedly, the weather map interface 
might not suit every type of user. But 
the folks behind Ventusky have thought 
about this, too: with a swipe-up on 
the app’s screen, you can leave the 
weather map behind and access a more 
traditional interface, with complex data 
presented using icons and graphs. The 
temperature graphs are particularly 
nice: these use two lines to show how 
the day’s maximum and minimum 
temperatures are expected to fluctuate. 
Similar graphs are available for wind 
and precipitation.

Ventusky is so close to perfect, 
but there are two small areas for 
development. First, the developer 
needs to make a single button which 
brings you back to the current time and 
location.

Second, it would be nice for Ventusky 
to offer more detailed map data when 
you zoom right in on a location. At the 
moment, the map blurs slightly and 
doesn’t offer a particularly high level 
of detail. Both of these issues could be 
fixed in a small future update, so watch 
this space.

In the meantime, Ventusky nevertheless 
shares the crown as one of the best 
weather apps on the App Store. You’d 
be hard-pressed to find animations as 
smooth and slick as these.  n

THE GOOD

Smooth and slick animations

Comprehensive weather maps

Swipe up for a traditional interface

THE BAD

Tough to return to your current time 
and location

Maps lose detail when you zoom in

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

Close to perfect  
weather app

REVIEW by JOE WHITE

The default view in Ventusky

You can change the weather map 
quickly and easily, and plenty of 

options are available to choose from

When you change the weather map, 
Ventusky updates the app  

in lightning-fast time

For a more traditional weather app 
interface, swipe up and access the 
app’s more complex weather data

It looks great on the iPad, too!

https://itunes.apple.com/cz/app/ventusky/id1280984498


PRIIME

DEVELOPER: PRIIME INC.
PRICE:  $3/£3
SIZE:  127 MB 

VERSION:  5.1.4
PLATFORM:  IPHONE & IPAD

Get hold of powerful editing tools 
and filters for a one-off price

In the current climate of the app world 
there is a distinct move towards the 

subscription model as digital audiences 
become more acclimatized to it 
through must-have services like Netflix, 
Amazon Prime, and music streaming 
apps like Apple Music and Spotify.

Photography apps are one category 
also moving steadily towards this 
model. While many generally offer a 
small set of features for free, many now 
have a premium subscription tier for full 
access.

In many ways this is simply returning 
to the pre-digital days where you’d 
subscribe to a magazine or clothing 
catalog. However, image editor Priime 
is taking a step back in digital time, 
offering up full access to a suite of 
stunning, easy to use image editing and 
filter tools for a one-off price of $3.

It’s easy to see why it’s opted for this 
model. Its editing tools are relatively 
basic and accessible. What people are 
really after these days are automated 
filters. When this is wrapped up in a 
subscription with editing tools you 
never need, it gets frustrating.

With Priime, the one-off costs gets 
you a huge amount of filter options – 
all designed and led by professional 
photographers – which come with 
descriptions and are categorized by the 
subject or type of photography you’d 
embarked on.

But don’t let its simplicity and anyone-
can-have-a-go attitude fool you. Priime 
is incredibly powerful. You can edit 
your photos using the iPhone’s full 
wide-color support. It also edits in RAW 
to maintain the full resolution of your 
photos. Additionally, it works with Live 
Photos – if you apply a filter to an image 
which has been captured with Apple’s 
motion technology, it will be applied to 
the full motion clip.

Better yet, Priime is incredibly fast. 
Despite its power and wrestling of 
the full range of data available from 
high-resolution iPhone photos (it 
can even work with images up to 
120 megapixels), filters are applied 
in an instant, and even manual 
level tweaking will leave you with 
an Instagram-worthy image within 
seconds.

Those are the basics. But there are 
also a handful of other neat bits and 
pieces. For example, each time you 
edit an image, it provides a history of 
what you’ve changed, allowing you 
to quickly undo your edits. It also has 
smart AI-led suggestions for the edits 
your photo might need. Elsewhere, 
it supports RAW images from various 
leading camera makers like Sony, 
Canon, Nikon, LEICA, Kodak and 
more, meaning you can use the app 
to professionally edit photos from any 
high-end digital cameras you might 
also use.

In conclusion, we have to return to 
the point we started this review with. 
Priime only costs $3. And that’s it. 
While there are a few additional style 
packs available as IAP, you still receive 
a full and functioning photo editing 
and filter app for peanuts. You’d be 
doing yourself a huge favor checking 
out Priime, not only as an addition to 
your other photo apps, but maybe a 
replacement for them all.  n

THE GOOD

Plenty of high quality filters

Easy to use editing tools

Works really well with hi-res images

THE BAD

Almost too many filters

DOWNLOAD

5.0

VERDICT

Powerful editing tools 
and lots of great filters

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

Start with an image – the options are 
simple and easy to apply

Start with an image – the options are 
simple and easy to apply

Start with an image – the options are 
simple and easy to apply

Basic editing tools are also  
available – easily straighten or  

crop your images

Give a bit of mood to your selfies. 
There’s plenty of options to choose 

from.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/priime/id934587545


LIFTY!

DEVELOPER: MAJOR FRANK
PRICE:  FREE

SIZE:  314 MB 
VERSION:  1.1.3

PLATFORM:  IPHONE & IPAD

A colorful puzzler stuck on the 
middle floor

Lifty is a familiar game of shuttling 
color-coded components to their 

appropriate end points, though there’s 
a certain novelty to the way in which 
you do this.

You essentially play the role of an 
overworked elevator operator in an 
assortment of multi-leveled buildings. 
As cute (yet remarkably impatient) 
creatures trundle to the edge of their 
brightly-hued platforms, you must 
hold the up and down buttons to 
scoop them up and ferry them to the 
appropriate floor – orange to orange, 
green to green, and so on.

Fail to pick up a character before their 
wait timer expires, and you’ll lose one 
of your three lives. The trick here lies 
in prioritization, as well as intelligent 
stacking.

Depending on the elevator, you’ll be 
able to carry multiple passengers at any 
one time. Given that the individual wait 
timers stop as soon as they’re onboard, 
it often pays to wait an extra second or 
stop to pick up an extra passenger on 
the way to your destination.

Further complicating matters is the fact 
that certain passengers are, shall we 
say, a little larger than others. These 
individuals occupy multiple berths in 
your little elevator, thus reducing your 
multitasking capacity.

There are new characters to discover 
with unique behavioral attributes, 
various wackily designed elevators to 
unlock, and a bunch of environments 
to ply your trade in. But what initially 
seems like a well-oiled machine soon 
starts to creak and grind a little.

Shuttling characters between floors 
soon becomes a rote and repetitive 
exercise, and there isn’t much tactile 
joy to operating your one-track mode 
of transport. It can all feel agonizingly 
sluggish in the larger levels, particularly 
when the game’s arbitrary-seeming 
timer starts to bite.

Lifty also runs into some familiar – but 
avoidable – free-to-play issues, as you 
find your progress barred by punishing 
difficulty spikes that seem designed to 
bleed you of the game’s coin currency, 
or else foist ads on you.

Naturally, you can bolster your account 
with cold hard cash, as well as directly 
buying new elevators with greater 
capacity and speed. But the weighting 
here just feels a little off, like you’re 
being made to pay for Lifty’s gameplay 
inadequacies.

All in all, Lifty makes for a perfectly 
pleasant casual puzzler time waster. 
But it’s not a particularly clever or 
memorable one.  n

THE GOOD

Neat color-shuffling premise

Bright graphics

Range of unlockables

THE BAD

Soon gets repetitive

Lifts feel sluggish

Frustrating difficulty spikes

DOWNLOAD

3.0

VERDICT

Inviting casual puzzler 
just shy of greatness

REVIEW by JON MUNDY

Shuttle characters to the  
appropriate shade of platform

Some passengers are  
bigger than others

The timer is one of Lifty’s more 
irritating inclusions

Buying new elevators gets you  
more capacity and speed

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/lifty/id1374796939?mt=8


Missed the five-year world tour of the 
V&A’s huge David Bowie exhibition? 

Never fear! Now you can get your fix of 
the Thin White Duke / Ziggy Stardust / 
Aladdin Sane /[insert favorite Bowie here] 
right from the palm of your hand with 
this virtual interpretation of the entire 
thing. That means full augmented reality 
copies of dozens of amazing costumes, 
along with all kinds of intimate items from 
Bowie’s incredible career like original 
lyric sheets, old sketches, rare costumes, 
and even a few paintings! If you’re even a 
borderline Bowie fan, this app can provide 
hours of entertainment.  n

DAVID BOWIE 
IS...
PRICE:  $8/£8
SIZE:  186 MB    VERSION:  1.0.1

Looking for a new word game 
to usher your brain out of the 

festive lull and into the new year? 
We may have found just the thing, a 
delightfully simple concept that has you 
rearranging words to complete a grid. 
As the name suggests, it plays out 
like a combination of crosswords and 
anagrams, with just a hint of Sudoku. 
The game is well designed and the 
levels range from simple brainteasers 
to genuinely challenging epics. Best 
of all, it’s completely free with no ads 
in sight – though extra puzzles can 
be bought if you burn through the 
introductory packs. n

DOWNLOAD

CROSSGRAMS
 
PRICE:  FREE
SIZE:  48.3 MB    VERSION:  1.03

DOWNLOAD

Tired of looking at your boring old 
Calendar every day? Can’t quite 

bring yourself to deal with Reminders? 
Why not inject a bit of urgency (and fun) 
with Calendar Scope, a new app that 
shows your shedule for the day on a 
moving radar scope styled after an old 
submarine display. It’s a novel way to 
keep track of your appointments, and 
boasts more conventional daily and 
monthly views for when you need to 
get serious for a moment.  n

DOWNLOAD

CALENDAR 
SCOPE
 
PRICE:  $4/£4
SIZE: 13 MB    VERSION:  1.1

https://itunes.apple.com/sz/app/crossgrams/id1332445512
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/david-bowie-is/id1447594485?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cal-scope/id1447138754?mt=8


FEATURE

Home Screen Hacks 

Four ways to organize app icons 
on your iPhone and iPad

Apple’s not one for allowing a great 
deal of iOS customization. But ever 
since the very first iPhone, you’ve been 
able to move your app icons around. 
These days, you may have dozens – or 
even hundreds – of apps and games 
installed, and so giving your Home 
screens the personal touch is a smart 
move. If you’re stuck for ideas, we in this 
feature outline four ways of arranging 
Home screens that should provide 
some inspiration. Before that, though, a 
quick refresher on how to organize your 
icons.

How to organize Home 
screen icons

Tap-hold an icon to make your icons all 
wiggle. Now tap-hold an icon and drag 
to move it elsewhere. Let go to drop it.

To drag multiple icons at once, drag the 
first a little – until the button at its top-
left fades – and don’t let go. Now tap 
other icons with another finger to add 
them to the stack. During this process, 
you can also swipe between pages and 
open/close folders with your other 
hand.

To make a Home screen folder, drag one 
icon on top of another. The folder will 
automatically be named. Tap it and then 
tap within the text field to type a new 
name if you wish. To remove a folder, all 
apps within must be moved elsewhere.

Whatever edits you’re doing, tap Done 
when complete.

The Minimalist

Apps and games can be a distraction, 
especially when you’re trying to get 
something done. Therefore, consider 
stripping back your main Home screen 
and Dock to solely display apps you 
consider vital for your ongoing device 
use – moving everything else to the 
second Home screen and beyond.

On iPhone, you only have four spaces in 
the Dock, so ensure those are the apps 
you need to get to on a very regular 
basis. On iPad, you’re afforded a little 
more flexibility, but still don’t stuff 
everything into the Dock – only those 
items you consider important.

This needn’t always be about 
productivity. If you mostly use your 
iPhone for communication, there’s no 
reason to avoid placing social media 
apps on your Home screen or even in 
your Dock – the point of the minimalist 
set-up is to ensure apps/games you 
use often are front and centre, and 
everything else is relatively hidden 
away.

Note that the minimalist approach can 
be combined with the next option, ‘the 
artist’, to position a small number of 
Home screen icons towards the bottom 
of the screen, so they’re more readily 
accessible when using an iPhone one-
handed.

The Artist

On iOS, app icons automatically sort 
themselves from the top-left to the 
bottom-right of the screen. Delete 
an app, and all those to the right/
below will adjust their positions 
to fill any empty space. Android 
phones/tablets don’t do this, instead 
allowing you to place icons in specific 
locations.

Apple doesn’t make aping that 
behavior easy, but there are 
workarounds. If you use a jet black 
Home screen background (which 
can be nice – your icons really ‘pop’), 
head to David Smith’s website, and 
share multiple iterations of it to your 
Home screen. Each ‘blank’ icon can 
be moved, shunting app/game icons 
into position.

For pattern- or image-based 
backgrounds, Makeovr does 
something broadly similar. However, 
it requires you upload a copy of 
your background image, and then 
place icons you’re provided into 
specific Home screen spots. It’s like 
completing a basic jigsaw puzzle. 
It’s also a hassle, and means you’ll 
need to start the entire process from 
scratch should you want to rearrange 
things significantly. Still, short of 
Apple changing its own approach, it’s 
the best option there is for precision 
placement on any Home screen 
background, bar plain black.

by CRAIG GRANNELL

https://david-smith.org/blank.html
http://www.makeovr.io/


The Pack Rat
 
If you have loads of apps and games 
installed, many of which you use 
often, you probably don’t want them 
spread out over a dozen or more 
Home screens. It may therefore 
pay to organize the bulk of them 
into themed folders. If you want the 
folders to stand out, use Emoji rather 
than standard text for their names.

Folders can also be added to 
the Dock, allowing fast access to 
potentially dozens of apps from any 
Home screen. Stashing folders in the 
Dock is also beneficial on iPad for 
more rapidly making an app part of a 
Slide Over or Split View set-up.

The pack-rat approach does have 
some drawbacks, however. It can 
be visually very busy, and you get 
diminishing returns in terms of 
accessibility. Be especially mindful 
getting at an app in a folder takes an 
extra tap (since you must first open 
said folder), and you then swipe to 
access the folder’s own pages.

Therefore, it’s best – unless 
intentionally ‘hiding’ apps away – to 
treat folders as single-page entities. 
Also, to avoid a visual bombardment 
of tiny icons within folders, consider 
a mixed set-up on your main Home 
screen, with apps from a specific 
category sitting alongside a themed 
folder containing the ‘best of the 
rest’. For example, on the top row, 
place Camera and your two favorite 
editors next to a folder containing 
your other iOS camera/photo-editing 
apps.

The Full Reset

Should you hanker for that ‘out of 
the box’ new iOS device feel – or just 
have a thing for alphabetized lists 
– consider resetting your device’s 
Home screen layout on a periodic 
basis.

To do so, open Settings, go to 
General > Reset, and tap Reset Home 
Screen Layout. Your iPhone will ask 
you to confirm this action. One more 
tap and your main Home screen and 
Dock will be as per a new device; for 
example, on an iPhone, you’ll see 
Phone, Safari, Messages and Music in 
the Dock.

Swipe to subsequent pages, and 
you’ll see the rest of Apple’s pre-
installed apps, swiftly followed by 
everything you’ve installed yourself, 
now listed alphabetically. Any folders 
you previously made will have been 
removed during this process.

Do bear in mind if you’ve a really 
large number of installed apps, iOS 
only supports up to 15 Home screens. 
If your 15th stops at ‘K’ and you can’t 
get at anything beyond that, don’t 
worry. Your apps and games are 
still installed, but you’ll have to use 
Spotlight to access them. 

At that point, perhaps consider 
deleting a few!  n



HOW-TO

HOW-TO

Use apps to plan 
cheap vacations

Remove time drains 
from your Home screen

Ask an expert

Cut the cord and  
ditch cable TV

PLUS



Vacation Planning

How you can use to apps to 
help plan a cheap trip

Your iPhone or iPad could help you 
beat the winter blues and score a 
cheap vacation — if you use the right 
apps. From searching out suitable 
destinations to booking cheap flights, 
here are the apps you need to jet set 
abroad for as little as possible.

Luckytrip: for finding 
destination inspiration 
(within your price range)

LuckyTrip is a smart, free app that lets 
users search for destinations within 
a specific price range. Load it up, set 
your budget, and the app searches 
and presents recommendations that 
match your price — including a flight, 
a place to stay, and a unique activity 
to do.

Best of all, LuckyTrip lets you keep 
on rolling the dice and generating 
new recommendations until you find 
something that fits. You can book 
your vacation within the app, or send 
it off to a friend or family member for 
their thoughts.

Skyscanner / Google Flights: 
to help you not spend a 
fortune on travel

Skyscanner can help you find cheap 
flights by searching across multiple 
airlines to get you the best deal. The 
app also makes booking flights as 
simple as A, B, C. There are no hidden 
charges in Skyscanner and you can 
book your flight directly within the 
app. It’s also possible to organize car 
hire, train tickets, and even hotels 
from inside Skyscanner, too.

Google Flights is a Web-based travel 
aggregator that also lets you search 
out cheap flights — you can easily 
adjust the date to find the cheapest 
time to fly, and you can track prices to 
get the best deal.

Airbnb: don’t let a hotel 
chain rip you off

More and more people are using 
Airbnb to book accommodation 
when going on vacation. You’ll find 
that great deals are available in the 
app, and the price you pay could help 
you save a lot of money. 

Airbnb is particularly great for self-
caterers. You can find apartments, 
cottages, or full-size villas in the 
app, with locations spanning from 
the hustle and bustle of cities to the 
distant and tranquil countryside.

So there you have it: forget your travel 
agent and call on your iPhone the 
next time you’re looking to book a 
vacation, and most importantly, be 
sure to save yourself some cash.  n

LUCKYTRIP

AIRBNB

SKYSCANNER

GOOGLE FLIGHTS

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/luckytrip-a-trip-in-one-tap/id973059290?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/airbnb/id401626263?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/skyscanner-travel-deals/id415458524?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://www.google.com/flights#flt=/m/095l0..2019-01-24*./m/095l0.2019-01-28;c:GBP;e:1;ls:1w;sd:0;t:h


Home Improvement

How to remove the lure  
of ‘time drain’ apps

The iOS home screen is a great way to 
keep your favorite apps close to hand. 
But doing so can be a double-edged 
sword, allowed you easy access to all 
manner of distractions.

Chances are you have a bunch of 
apps on your iPhone to dip into when 
you’re bored. Everyone has their 
own personal Kryptonite, whether 
you’re caught in the feedback loop 
of a social network like Instagram or 
addicted to the rush of an endlessly 
playable game like Pokémon GO.

One way to encourage positive 
change is to rearrange your Home 
screen to hide away the worst 
offenders. Out of sight, out of mind!

We’re not suggesting that you delete 
all the other apps – just move them to 
subsequent Home screens and tuck 
them into folders.

To do this, press and hold an app 
until everything on your Home screen 
starts to wiggle. You can then drag 
the offending apps to the right-hand 
edge of the screen and onto a second 
(or third) Home screen.

Folders within folders

Just moving them away from the main 
screen should be a help, but even 
better is to hide them in folders so the 
apps aren’t sat there tempting you 
with their bright, familiar icons.

With the apps still wiggling, drag 
one onto another to create a folder 
containing the two. You can add 
further apps in the same way, and 
rename the folder by tapping its 
name.

How you organize these is up to you, 
but we recommend a name like “Time 
Drains” for all your social media apps. 
The name is an acute reminder that 
you’re about to waste some time 
whenever you go to launch one. You 
can make similar folders for addictive 
games that you want to stop playing 
quite so often.

You’d be surprised how much the 
introduction of a few small hurdles 
can discourage you from mindlessly 
tapping into these apps!  n



Cutting the cord

How to kiss your cable 
subscription goodbye

Gone are the days when you needed 
to spend a fortune on cable TV to get 
the best shows and movies. It’s 2019 
— why not make this the year you 
“cut the cord” and switch to an app-
powered TV setup? It’s easy to do and 
could save you a ton of money. Here 
are the apps you’ll need to wrangle 
TV on your iOS device.

Streaming TV

Netflix is, hands-down, the best 
streaming app for iOS. Not only 
does the app offer a huge catalog 
of TV shows, both from the U.S. and 
internationally, but in more recent years 
the service has also started producing 
its own content — shows which you 
can’t get on rival streaming platforms or 
on regular TV networks.

You can get Netflix on iOS or tvOS, and 
switching between the two is effortless. 
The service also cleverly recommends 
new content for you, so you’ll never be 
stuck without a show to watch.

If you’re going to subscribe to one 
streaming service only, Netflix is 
the one to go for. After its free trial, 
subscriptions start at $8 (£6) per month.

Great alternatives

Prime Video: a no-brainer if you already 
have an Amazon Prime account, which 
provides full access to Prime Video. The 
service has a huge catalog and makes 
its own shows, too — Prime Video also 
provides subscribers with access to TV 
pilots, and allows users to vote for the 
one they’d like to see made into a full 
season. It’s a nice touch.

Sling TV: a slightly different (and pricier) 
service available in the U.S., which 
offers live streaming on iOS across 
different channels. You can get Sling 
for $20 per month and this includes 30 
channels — adding more hikes the price 
further up.

YouTube: don’t overlook the video 
sharing site, which offers a plethora of 
content which can be streamed to your 
iOS device or Apple TV. You can use 
YouTube as a free, standalone service 
and access its ad-supported videos, or 
you can subscribe to an additional, paid 
service: YouTubeTV.

Again, this is U.S. only (for now) and is 
the most expensive offering at $40 per 
month. However, YouTubeTV offers live 
and on-demand content from over 60 
networks — including ABC, Fox, NBC, 
and AMC — it ships with cloud DVR with 
no storage limits, and one subscription 
bags you six accounts.

You can watch more than 60 channels 
using YouTube TV – it’s the closest thing 
to a full cable replacement, but its price 
tag reflects this.

Manage your TV diet

TV Time: with all that great content 
out there, you need an app to help 
you manage your TV diet. The perfect 
solution is TV Time: a free iOS app 
that keeps track of the shows you love 
and notifies you when new episodes 
become available. It’s especially nice 
that TV Time includes a countdown 
to forthcoming episode releases, and 
automatically adds in the next season 
of shows you’ve already watched.

That’s all, folks — use these services 
and apps, and cancel your cable 
subscription in 2019. Thanks to the 
App Store, it’s easier than ever to cut 
the cord.  n

NETFLIX

PRIME VIDEO

SLING TV

YOUTUBE TV

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/netflix/id363590051
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/amazon-prime-video/id545519333
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sling-tv-stream-live-tv-now/id945077360
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/youtube-tv/id1193350206


Ask an expert
Your questions answered

No time to drop into the Apple Store 
and ask the Genius Bar for help with 
your iPhone? Maybe our resident expert 
could help instead!

If you have a question, send it to swipe-
ideas@intelligenti.com and we may 
include the answer in the next issue of 
Swipe!

Q Cn I use the screenshot editing 
tools on photos?    - Mary

The Instant Markup mode in iOS – the 
drawing toolset that appears after you 
take a screenshot – is really useful, 
but it’s only used for annotating 
screenshots. There’s no other way to 
access it.

This feels like a missed opportunity, as 
many users would love to access the 
same tools in Photos to quickly scribble 
over or add text to a snap. Sadly that’s 
not currently possible.

There are two alternatives, however, if 
you want to annotate a photograph! 

One way is simply to bring the photo 
full-screen in the Photos app and take 
a screenshot of it. Remember you can 
do this by pressing the Power and 
Volume Up buttons simultaneously (or 
Power and Home on older devices). 
This will snap a fresh shot of whatever 
is on-screen and display the picture-in-
picture preview in the bottom-left of the 
screen. Tap this to enter Instant Markup.

This is the easiest technique for editing 
photos, but may lower the resolution of 
your original photograph, so don’t do 
this if you’re hoping to print the photo 
later or look at it on a large screen.

The other option is to get a third-party 
annotation app that offers similar tools 
to Instant Markup. The benefit here is a 
standalone app will allow you to access 
any image, any time – and many apps 
have even better tools than iOS.

Our personal favorite app for the job 
is Annotable, which has tools for all 
the standard fare (lines, scribbles, text, 
shapes) in addition to some cool extras 
(magnify, blur, pixelate). It’s a free 
download but charges for some of the 
tools; $2/each or $10 for everything. 
You can give it a try and pay for only the 
bits you actually need.

Now turn the page to see what’s in 
your next issue of Swipe

mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/annotable-annotation-markup/id1099850421
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